By The British Kitesurfing Association / www.kitesurfing.org

START AT THE
BEGINNING:

KITE-LANDBOARDING

KITE-BUGGYING

POWERKITING
Whether you're looking to feel the rush of kiting on water, land or snow, the best way to
get involved is to improve your skills and understanding with a small kite that can be
used safely in a wide range of wind strengths and in any suitably large, open area, such
as a beach or park.
Power kites are usually of a 'ram-air' design (much like you may have seen in a
parachute with what looks like a two-layered design), ranging from 1 - 10m² in size, with
the most common size being 1.5 - 3.5m². The kites are flown on Dyneema flying lines,
from 15 – 30 metres in length. These kites will instil all the basic skills you need to
progress quickly and safely, providing different levels of pull/power depending on the
design or size of the kite. Some can even be flown by children as young as five-yearsold under guidance.
The most basic set up is to fly the kite using just two flying lines attached to a control
bar. In steady wind conditions it's possible to master flying a two-line powerkite within
an hour. More complex and advanced kites are controlled with four lines and have the
ability to lose/increase power as well as steer, via handles or a slightly more
developed bar system.

This is one of the oldest kite powered sports. Riders sit down and
control the kites while steering the buggy with their legs. Buggies
can be 2, 3 or 4 wheeled, however 3 wheeled versions are the most
common. Usually made out of alloy to keep weight down, riders can
race or do freestyle tricks once they have got the required skills.
WHO'S IT FOR?
Kite-buggying will create a pull in the arms, but can be done by anyone
- even children as young as ten-years-old, under guidance. It is also a
good option for people with disabilities to get involved in kite sports.
WHAT DO YOU NEED?
As with kite-landboarding, get some lessons first and then start off
with a small, safe kite in light winds for your first few hours. As you get
better, the kite/kites you need will depend on your size, ability and the
wind conditions you'll be flying in.

Once you've learnt to control a powerkite in a range of conditions and are
comfortable with operating the safety system, then you might want to introduce
a landboard to speed along beaches or across open areas of park land.

KITESURFING

WHO'S IT FOR?
As with powerkiting, anyone can kite-landboard. Just remember to use a sensiblysized kite for your weight and the wind conditions you're flying in.

Kitesurfing exploded in popularity across windy, open beaches at the end of
the nineties and into the early 21st century to become the fastest growing
watersport in the world.

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
Lessons are very important, even if just for an hour and will cut out all the time
you'll otherwise spend with your face in the dirt trying to figure things out. Start off
with a small, safe kite in light winds. As you get better, the kite/kites you will need
will depend on your size, ability and the wind conditions you'll be flying in (bigger
kites are used in lighter winds). The board you choose will also depend on your
size, but also your pocket! They range from cheap, basic 'mountain boards' (under
£50) to full-on specialised kite-specific boards which can cost up to £350. It's a
good idea to spend a bit more money to make sure you get a board that is robust
enough. Good boards start at around £140.

WHO'S IT FOR?
The idea is simple: a kitesurfer rides a small board, usually with foot straps, to secure
their feet to the deck and uses the power of a large kite to pull themselves across the
water or to boost airs. The kite is usually inflatable, so when it lands in the water it
will float and is easily relaunched.
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Kitesurfing is more about finesse and understanding than muscle. You don't have to
be a buff 20-something with long hair and a history in boardsports to quickly pick up
the skills. Anyone from the ages of 7 – 70 can safely learn to ride on their own after
an average of just 15 hours of tuition. There is no substitute for lessons with a
professional instructor recognised by the British Kitesurfing Association.

Always wear plenty of protective equipment, especially a helmet, and it's a good idea
to think about getting other protection, including back, knee and elbow protectors.

As for your set of wheels, any basic buggy will be fine for the early
stages, but as you get better you may want wider wheels for softer sand
or a stronger axle for freestyle moves for example.

WHERE CAN YOU DO IT?
Wide-open spaces are a must. Make sure you have at least 100 metres of open
space all around you when you launch and always keep at least 100 metres of
open space downwind of you when you are riding. Once you start riding a board,
you'll want to find some nice, smooth surfaces, such as big sandy beaches or
open park lands that are free from obstacles and trees etc.

WHERE CAN YOU DO IT?
Any wide-open beach or grass land that is clear from any obstructions.

HOMEWORK:
PROGRESSION: KITE-LANDBOARDING
This instructional DVD from Fat Sand is the most comprehensive learning aid on
the market. Check it out at:
www.kiteworldmag.com/shop/
www.progression.me

WHERE CAN I DO IT?
The UK is as good as anywhere in the world for kitesurfing, with conditions ranging
from light winds in summer and warm-water cruising through to challenging cold
winter surf. The weaving UK coastline is blessed with hundreds of spots.
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PTO FOR THE FULL LOWDOWN ON KITESURFING!

SNOWKITING
Snowkiting is your free lift-pass to untouched powder in
the mountains.
WHO'S IT FOR?
Again, you don't need to be super-fit for snowkiting as it's more about basic technique and
understanding than strength. Although it helps if you can already snowboard or ski, it's not
a must as kite flying skills are more important. Less wind is needed for snowkiting than
kitesurfing as there is less friction involved in getting you moving, so you can usually use a
smaller kite than for on the water in the same wind strengths.
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POWERKITING:
BREAKING DOWN THE BASICS THE WIND WINDOW

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
Normal snow or ski clothing will be fine but you will be very active, so the best way to dress
is using thin, warm layers with a thin but water- and wind-proof shell. Helmet, goggles
and pads are a must. Although kite-specific equipment is now available, a regular pair
of skis and snowboard will work fine. Your weight and wind strength will dictate what size
kite you will need and your instructor or local shop will advise you further.

THE ZENITH IS THE AREA DIRECTLY ABOVE THE PILOT’S HEAD

WHERE CAN I DO IT?
Anywhere with lots of space away from power-lines, buildings and trees. With some
practice and understanding of the wind changes you can ride up hills, even steep ones,
or make huge snow playgrounds out of frozen lakes and plateaus.

When flying a kite, you should always stand with the wind blowing onto your back.
THE HIGHER THE KITE IN THE SKY,
THE LESS POWER IT HAS

The area in front of you and above your head in which the kite flies is called the 'wind window'. Think
of it as an invisible quarter sphere that moves with the kite flier as they move and is divided into
different areas of power. Depending on which area of the sphere the kite is flying in will dictate
how much power the kite has.
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If you fly the kite directly above your head (at the 'zenith') or directly out to either side of you, the
kite will be in a neutral position. These are the safe areas of the wind window where the kite has
the least power.
The more you fly the kite directly in front of you, the more power it will have. If you fly it in front of you
and to the right the kite will pull you right. If you fly it in front of you and to the left, the kite will pull you
left. The kite flier uses their knowledge of the wind window to steer the kite through it and harness the
power of the wind to pull them along the ground or water and (eventually) into the air and back down again.

THE KITE HAS MOST
POWER HERE IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE WINDOW
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AGAIN, LESS POWER AT THE
SIDES OF THE WINDOW

ALWAYS STAND WITH THE WIND
BLOWING ON YOUR BACK
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www.flexifoil.com
www.bestkiteboarding.com
www.flyozone.com
www.cabrinhakites.com

HOME (AND MOBILE) WORK:
Progression provide a range of instructional content and resources for kitesurfers at all levels.
There are 6 DVDs covering all levels from beginner to professional, as well as a huge bank of
online video content focusing on trick definitions, trick progressions and mobile top tips.
Learn more with Progression!
www.progression.me
Facebook / progressionsports
Youtube / learnwithprogression

EQUIPMENT
Your instructor will usually give you sound advice on the equipment
you should be looking to buy next, but here are some essentials:
HARNESS: An indispensable aid that takes all the pull from the kite
and transfers it through your waist (you only use your hands to move
the bar and steer the kite at this stage). The two basic harness styles
are 'waist' or 'seat'. A waist harness simply fastens tightly around
your waist and offers support from the base of your back to roughly
halfway up your spine. Its main benefit is the range of movement,
something which becomes more important the better you get. A seat
harness usually sits a little bit lower on your body and has a pair of
straps that support you between your legs and is much better for
helping you learn as it requires less technique to control the power.

roughly 140 – 160cm long and 40cm wide (this all depends on your
size and weight though).
Other board styles include surfboards (exactly the same as
traditional shortboard surfboards), wakeboards, skimboards and
race boards. All very specialised and much harder to ride.
KITES: The most popular kite sizes range from 14 metres squared
down to 5 or 7m². Kiters use a smaller size the stronger the wind
strength. Modern kites come with a good safety system and a leash,
meaning you can safely kill all the power in the kite by letting go of
the bar and pulling a release without the kite blowing away. Kite
lines are usually 20 – 27 metres long. The kites have inflatable
struts which are pumped up before each session, allowing the kite
to float on the water. They pack down to a small backpack size for
easy transportation and storage. You should be learning on a flatprofiled kite that has lots of depower through just pushing the bar
away from you. 'C shaped kites' retain a lot more power and aren't
suitable for inexperienced riders.

BOARD: There is a lot of specialised equipment on the market, but
at this stage you want something user-friendly, simple and safe. A
typical first board will be a twin-tip (symmetrical so it can be ridden
both ways without having to move your feet when you turn around) caption > Light wind SUP kite,
the F-One Source

KITESURFING
GEAR

NORTH SURFBOARD

CABRINHA RACEBOARD

NORTH SEAT HARNESS

TWIN-TIPS

NORTH SKIMBOARD

FLEXIFOIL HADLOW PRO C KITE

BEST KAHOONA

BEST

F-ONE

AGE: 32
WHERE DO YOU LIVE? Poole Dorset UK
WHAT DOES YOUR ROLE AT THE BKSA INVOLVE?
I coordinate the schools, instructor training and
general training provision of kite sports in the
UK. I also teach instructor courses and inspect
kite schools. These days I do some overseas
courses too which are fun and warmer in the
winter months. I also have a kitesurfing school
in Poole, Dorset that teaches kitesurfing during
the summer months.

FLEXIFOIL PROTON

FLEXIFOIL
F-ONE BANDIT 4

ANY GOOD EARLY LEARNING MEMORIES?
They were pretty shocking and mostly in Poole
Harbour. The kites only had two lines back then,
so going upwind was
nearly impossible until
2002 as the kites didn't have
any depower. We took a 13 metre
kite to the Caribbean for a two-week trip
but broke the pump on the first day, so had to
inflate with a hand pump! I body-dragged across
the lagoon and lost my shorts, and had to land the
kite in a tree to retrieve them.

WHAT'S THE BEST THING ABOUT YOUR JOB?
The variety of it, travelling, the people I meet and
working outdoors. Each week is different and
challenging. Teaching is one of those things that
throws new things at you all the time.
WHO LEARNS TO KITESURF QUICKER – MEN,
WOMEN OR CHILDREN?
Women who listen and kids who are keen.
Everyone can kitesurf, that’s the beauty of the
sport. In order to learn successfully you have to
learn the technique of the kite rather than just
using brute force, which is often the male way.
WHAT’S YOUR BEST TOP TIP FOR A BEGINNER?
Learn properly at a BKSA school. Don’t rush it, or
cut corners. Once you have reached an independent
stage at level two, go on a kitesurfing trip to
somewhere windy, as this will progress you a year'sworth of normal riding in a week. The key to success
is frequent short sessions.
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE CONDITIONS?
I love it all, but of course sailing in just shorts is
brilliant. Strong, windy conditions with some waves
at my local beach are my favourite though.
WHERE ARE YOUR FAVOURITE PLACES TO KITE
IN THE UK AND REST OF THE WORLD?
My home beaches in Dorset. Southwest Ireland
and Tiree are both beautiful, challenging and make
for a great road trip. Of course you can't beat a trip
to somewhere warm where you can kite in just
your shorts. Brazil is always windy and a great
place for progressing quickly as the wind is simply
perfect there.

All of the equipment you need will be provided on your lessons. All you'll need
to turn up with is a pair of Speedos / swimsuit to wear under your wetsuit, a
towel and an up-for-it attitude. Once you've finished your lessons there are
some bits of gear that are vital to have, though:

SHOP / SCHOOL INFO:

www.kiteworldmag.com
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THE VALUE
OF LESSONS

GATH HELMET

The sport has come a long way and is muc
safer than it was to learn, even just five h
years ago, but trying to learn on your own
, or
with your mate who's “been kiting for
years!” will take you much longer and cou
put you or others on the beach in danger. ld
There is a technique to teaching and
beginner equipment is designed and setspecifically with getting you up and goingup
safely and quickly as possible in mind. as

CABRINHA SWITCHBLADE

HEADZONE RADIO HELMET

KEEP IT BKSA

KITE LEASH: You must also wear a leash from your kite to your harness
so that the kite won't fly away and injure anybody else.

Kitesurfing is quick and achievable to learn at any age, size or strength. But the kites used
are very powerful and, in the wrong hands, can be dangerous. The BKSA recommend all
beginners have lessons with an approved school. This not only makes you safe and gets
you off on the right foot, it will also save you time and money.

BUOYANCY AID: Giving you added confidence while learning and offers
some protection while kiting. Alternatively, an impact jacket / vest adds
protection to your chest, ribs and back and also provides an increased
level of buoyancy. Please note that these are not life jackets, though.

BOOTIES: If you're on a shingle beach you will want to get a pair of neoprene boots
to protect your feet as you walk up and down the beach.
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Other countries: please affix new barcodes

OZONE CATALYST

HELMET: This is crucial! You will be attaching yourself to a very powerful
kite and need to protect your head at all times. We have a few examples
here from Gath, ranging from the simple and streamlined and also with
added extras, such as visors and peaks. The Headzone helmet has a
radio built-in, allowing your coach to talk to you while on the water.

WETSUIT: Most kiters in the UK wear a 5/3mm (5mm thick neoprene in the chest
and back to keep you warm and 3mm neoprene in the arms and legs for increased
mobility) most of the year. In the summer months (June – September) you could
be more comfortable in a thinner 3/2mm 'spring' or 'summer' full suit or shortie
(with short arms or legs).

TO RIDE

www.britishkitesurfingassociation.co.uk

NORTH REBEL

SAFETY
EQUIPMENT

GUIDE

HIGH TIMES - A DECADE IN KITEBOARDING

KITES

BEST CONTROL BAR

ANDY GRATWICK

HOW DID YOU GET INTO KITESURFING AND HOW
LONG HAVE YOU BEEN DOING IT?
Through windsurfing. A windsurfing pal came back
from The Gorge in Oregon, USA with a camcorder
shot of a now legendary kitesurfer, called Lou
Wainman, in 1998. We tried it, but struggled as there
was no info/guides on how to do it back then. The
first time we tried it we didn’t even know you know
had to pump the kite up!

SPECIALISED

BEST WAIST HARNESS

BKSA HEAD
OF TRAINING
INTERVIEW:

• We provide a training infrastructure which consists of accredited schools and instructors.
• We promote kitesurfing in the UK.
• We c-ordinate and sanction the British Kitesurfing Championships.
• We forge links with other national and international governing bodies.

The BKSA has a large and expanding network of schools across the UK that are committed
to delivering safe, fun and informative learning. Every school gets inspected annually,
ensuring that their operations meet the BKSA's high standards. From surf beaches to flat
water estuaries these schools span the whole of the British Isles, providing a wonderful
variety of conditions and safe learning experiences. You can easily find your nearest centre
at: www.kitesurfing.org
NORTH IMPACT VEST

What the BKSA can offer you:
A source of safety information about kitesurfing.
We communicate with members, trade dealers, governing bodies, institutional bodies,
press and general public about kitesurfing in Great Britain.

• We provide information to allow safe
access to all suitable kitesurfing venues.

• We support equal and fair access for all
water users.

• We provide 3rd party liability insurance (to
£5m) to paid-up members.

KITESURFING, POWERKITING,
KITE-LANDBOARDING,
KITE-BUGGYING AND SNOWKITING!

By The British Kitesurfing Association / www.kitesurfing.org

• 2/4/5 line and bow kite tuning and set-up
After that it's all about becoming independen
and safe. You will pick up the skills to be ablet
get safely onto the board and ride away, taki to
on things like learning to ride in both directionng
how to stop and knowing what equipment to s,
use for what conditions.
This may sound like a lot, but with a good
instructor on safe, modern equipment, you'll
have a lot of fun on your lesson and be ama
zed
at how quickly you can pick it up.
THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR:
Kitesurfing kites are extremely powerful.
you are watching or helping someone pleaIf
se
be aware of the following:

When you learn to kitesurf on a BKSA cou
rse,
we aim to make your experience as fun and
safe as possible. On a 2 – 3 day introductor
y • Never
course, your instructor will cover the
stand downwind of the kite flyer. The
easy way to know if you are is if the kite flyer
following areas:
is facing you. You're upwind and safe if they
have their back to you.
• Kit set-up and pre-flight checks, flying
• Never grab the kite lines. Under load they
and depower
can be sharp.
• Site assessment, wind window zones,
• These kites will relaunch when dropped in
launching and landing and securing kites
the
• Using the harness and safety release syst
em • The sea.
• Body-dragging across and downwind
lines are approximately 25 metres long.
If someone needs help, grab the kite by the
• Water relaunching and self-rescue techniqu
largest inflatable bladders, not the lines.
• Safety, wind effects, weather and tides es
• Keep back when riders are launching/landin
• Load and launch' board starts
g.

• We provide information through out
website, free emails and by telephone.

www.progression.me
www.northkites.com
www.f-onekites.com

Subscribe to the world’s biggest
kitesurfing magazine, Kiteworld at:
www.kiteworldmag.com

